One Clap—
The TRS-80 can start your child off on the road to word mastery. Learn how to implement the Montessori approach on your micro...

Simple PEEK/POKE
Peeping Toms and compulsive ticklers discover how to implement your obsessions on the Model II...
"Percom has been manufacturing mini-disk storage systems for microcomputers since 1977 when we introduced the 35-track, single-drive LFD-400™. Now we produce 1-, 2- and 3-drive systems in 40- and 77-track versions, a multi-density MEGABASE™ system and a host of accessories and software.

"Volume not only means experience in critical production and testing operations, it also means we can offer superior design features, extra testing and qualified backup support at very competitive prices.

"I know of no other microcomputer disk system manufacturer who even begins to offer the broad spectrum of disk equipment and programs available from Percom."

"So before you buy a mini-disk system for your 6800, 6809 or TRS-80® computer, take a good look at what the people at Percom have to offer."

Harold Mauch
President, Percom Data Company

Percom disk systems start at only $399.00. Disk systems and other quality Percom products are available at computer dealers nationwide. Call toll-free, 1-800-527-1592, for the locations of dealers in your area, or to order direct.
"From an efficient 1K-byte control system DOS to high-level languages such as FORTRAN and Pascal, no other microcomputer disk systems manufacturer provides the range and quality of development and application programs available from Percom."

"Whether you call about a shipping date or ask a tough technical question, you get a competent courteous answer. Outstanding customer service is a hallmark of Percom."

"Connie is running a 'cats eye' test on a mini-disk drive to check radial track alignment. Drive motor speed timing and sensor alignment tests have already been performed. Disk formatting and format verification tests are next. These measurements are part of the 100% testing every single unit receives."

"Slipping a circuit board through the eye of a needle would be easier than slipping a cold solder joint past Beverly. These are four-drive LFD 400/800 disk system controllers she's inspecting."

"Richard's making final changes to a disk controller which will allow Percom drives to be used with yet another computer. We're constantly developing and introducing new products that extend and enhance the value of Percom systems."
For Your
TRS-80*
DUAL DISK-32K
BUSINESS SYSTEM

QUALITY
DTI
PAYROLL
No. 410

DATA TRAIN'S many years of small business computer experience in accounting pro-
gram products brings to your business all of the quality fea-
tures, functions, screen dis-
plays, standard reports, user
designed reports and operator reference manuals; allowing you to efficiently manage the
payroll of your company.
• 50 employees per mini-disk.
• Runs in all states.
• You maintain the P/R pro-
duct without programming.
• Flexible, easy to use.
• No maintenance fees.

$235.
Product Info & License/Order Form.
FROM.....

PHONE
(503) 476-1467
840 N.W. 6th STREET, SUITE 3
GRANTS PASS, OREGON 97526

Available Soon-
• General Ledger Accounting
• Accounts Payable
• Accounts Receivable
• Fixed Asset Accounting

*Trademark Radio Shack, Div Tandy Corp.
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Where can you find...

- Descriptions of hundreds of the best programs from...
- Computer systems, peripherals, printers, floppy and hard disk drives, modems, power supplies, memories and other accessories for the TRS-80, Apple, and Atari computers at discount prices...
- Books about your computer from Radio Shack, Scelbi, Howard Sams, Hayden, Compusoft, and SoftSide Publications...
- A catalog of computer magazines for the Apple, Atari, and TRS-80...

In a single catalog?

All this and more can be found in the Complete Computer Catalogue from HardSide, SoftSide, and The Software Exchange! 136-page catalogue only $1 (double credit on your first order).

Send $1 and your name and address today to:
Ye Compile Complete Computer Catalogue,
P.O. Box 68, Milford, N.H. 03055

The Lazy Man's Shortcut to Machine Language!

A BASIC Compiler in BASIC! Run your source program in BASIC, compile it into FAST 2.0 Code and execute the compiled version -- all without reloading 26 integer variables. GOTO, GOOSUB, END, REM, RND, LET, IF, THEN, ELSE, ..., INKEY$, CLS, PRINT$, CHR$, PEEK, POKE. Compiled programs may be saved with TAPEDISK.

Supplied with game program, "3D Tic Tac Toe", which uses all of the TINY COMP Statement set and is ready to compile.

Manual includes several sample programs as well as thorough documentation of the Compiler for those who like to know "how things work" and for those who might even wish to EXPAND on TINY COMP's capabilities.

Tape version: $19.95
Disk version: $24.95
Computer-Aided Instruction

Educational applications seem to be the newest frontier in micro's and, judging from the number of new companies I saw at the San Francisco show, the competition will be hot and heavy.

Last year at the San Francisco show, I noticed a company that was manufacturing a "Cluster" disk system...enabling four or five systems to run from one central disk drive. I don't know what happened to the first company, but Corvus Systems was marketing a similar system this year.

In this issue you will read a fascinating article by Michael Potts who has written a program for youngsters based on the Montessori method. He submitted a disk along with his manuscript and I found myself playing with it for hours. CAI is establishing a stronghold in the educational structure...but I still wonder if the youngster will be able to think independently when it is required. My doubts are most probably unfounded as my daughter is a product of the CAI system, and I haven't been able to put one over on her yet...and oh! how I've tried!! I usually end up with "Oh, daddy!...that's dumb!" Maybe I missed something along the way.

San Francisco...Again

With all of the chatter about shows from some distinguished publishers, (and some not-so distinguished), the 5th West Coast Computer Faire gave the show arena a shot in the arm that it needed very badly. I had the feeling that many of the companies were trying the SF show as a last-ditch effort before giving up the show circuit...and what a pleasant surprise was in store for all. The results of SF have now provided other managers with an atmosphere of success that will attract many more companies that otherwise would have stayed home.

Neil Otto, of Otto Electronics and MITA, was mentioning the possibility of three MITA-sponsored shows, one each on the West coast, Midwest, and the East. It makes a very nice package for the potential exhibitor...providing all the necessary exposure.

Welcome Rich Richmond

We recently welcomed Richard Richmond of Beverly, Massachusetts, aboard as our Ramworks Manager. After holding positions with various newspapers and Warner Communications, Rich has acquired an extensive background in marketing and advertising. Rich is a graduate of Eisenhower College in New York; he is completing his MBA at Suffolk University in Boston.

Farewell

The May issue of "The S-8ighty" will be the last one in which I will be listed as the Editor. I am going to be leaving SoftSide Publications for a position with an advertising agency in Boston where I will be serving the computer community as an Account Executive representing a large computer magazine throughout New England.

"The S-8ighty" has touched upon an area that vastly needed exposure and, in my opinion, has done the computerist and the industry a great service. I am referring, of course, to the person seeking to learn the basic fundamentals, and being able to do so without buying a technical dictionary. We have received many letters from people involved in all segments of business and industry; the most frequent request was "Tell us what we can do with the computer to help us professionally!". This we have attempted to do, and, I believe, have succeeded quite nicely.

It has always seemed to me that the magazines which bragged about being for the beginner started off way over the novice's head. It makes good business sense to cultivate this group, and bring them along so that they will be potential customers as the industry and technology grow. Industry " heavies" seem to have ignored this group...it seems more fashionable to discuss CP/M* and PASCAL* and interest only a fraction of the audience and lose the rest.

COVER STORY

Our special thanks to Jaime Palmer of Milford, New Hampshire. She is our cover model—a great example of our future programming generation.

Cover photograph by Elaine Cheever.
NEW OFFERS!

MICROPUTE SOFTWARE

ORGAN: Play your TRS-80 like a real electronic organ. Video display shows a two manual organ keyboard with corresponding TRS-80 characters overlayed. Change the quality of sound, two loudness settings, play single notes or chords. Output sound to cassette or directly through a small amplifier (through the auxiliary jack). Instructions and cassette only $14.95.

NANNY: A complete household finance package. Let "NANNY" help you with your household budget, balance your checkbook, monitor savings and investment growth. Keep up with your credit payments, interest, and tax deductions. Output to either video or line printer. SPECIFY DISK or CASSETTE version. For Level II, 16K and up. Instruction manual and program cassette - Only $39.95.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: If you buy ASPTCH now, you will receive two new programs free. Get SYSTEPE which permits you to copy any number of distinct memory areas into one System format tape and BREAK, a program which allows you to stop execution of a program being debugged and display flag and register conditions. TERMS: We accept check, money order, Master Charge/Visa Card. North Carolina residents add 4% sales tax.

Send orders to: Micropute Software, P.O. Box 1943, Rocky Mount, North Carolina 27801

CASSETTE BASED MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS, REJOICE!

Are you tired of reloading Radio Shack's Editor/Assembler and the source and object tapes every time you want to try out a program that you are debugging? If so,

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

"ASPTCH 2.0"

by James F. Williams

ASPTCH loads after EDTASM and adds these functions:

1. Reserve area at top of memory
2. Display number of bytes left in text buffer
3. Dump assembled program DIRECTLY into that area without using a cassette
4. Execute the dumped program
5. Convert and display memory locations and their contents
6. Enter Level II BASIC's Monitor mode (system prompt)
7. Enter Level II BASIC's command mode and use all functions that do not use variables
8. Return to fully programmable BASIC, keeping dumped programs intact, if desired (for use with BASIC'S USR command, for example).

You may return to EDTASM after using any of the above features. The text buffer stays intact for options 1-7.

ASPTCH also has its own unique keyboard routine that may be reinitialized after entering fully programmable BASIC (it speeds up BASIC execution).

ASPTCH actually increases the size of the text buffer available if no memory is reserved. The increased text buffer will be reduced only by the amount reserved for machine language programs.

ASPTCH requires TRS-80 Level II, 16K and up and is used with Radio Shack's Editor/Assembler 1.2.

Send $19.95 (N.C. residents add 4% sales tax) to Micropute Software, P.O. Box 1943, Rocky Mount, North Carolina 27801, for your program cassette and instructor's manual.

MAYDAY™

The Complete Uninterruptable Power Supply

The lights blinked - even the slightest power failure can ruin a data disk and cause loss of the program.

Protect your time and investment -

easy to use - just plug your computer into MAYDAY™

for more information contact ...

Sun - Technology, Inc.
Box 210
New Durham, New Hampshire 03855
(603) 859-7110

We honor: • MasterCard • Visa

(Manufacturing high technology products since 1970)
Group 30 Magnetic Tape Subsystem incorporates such outstanding features as: standard 115 VAC, 60 Hz power requirements; program-selectable 800, 1600, and 6250 bpi recording densities; automatic threading; power window; and total "soft" handling of the tape for improved reliability.

For more information, please write or call: Van Ramich, AMPERIF Corporation, 17461 Irvine Boulevard, Suite N, Tustin, CA 92680, (714) 731-7371.

CANOGA PARK, CA...AMPERIF Corporation, the industry's leader in the development and manufacture of state-of-the-art memory products for the UNIVAC marketplace, today announced the addition of the new Group 30 Magnetic Tape Subsystem to its growing product line.

The Group 30 Magnetic Tape Subsystems are completely hardware/software compatible with, and are direct replacements for the UNIVAC Uniservo*3X Series units. The Group 30 Tape Controller provides the control and data handling capabilities and can interface up to eight Group 30 Magnetic Tape Drives.

In addition to the choice of four models and 75 to 125 ips speed ranges, the AMPERIF load more than one document into the TRS-80 at one time for merging, inserting and other operations. SCRAPPSIT™ provides automatic page numbers, page headings and footnotes, and makes it easy to indent paragraphs, changes line widths and center the text vertically or horizontally.

System required to use SCRAPPSIT™ includes a Model I TRS-80 16K Level I microcomputer, printer, such as Radio Shack's Line Printer II or new WP-50 daisy wheel printer and printer cable. For the disk system a 16K expansion interface and one disk drive is also required.

The TRS-80 SCRAPPSIT™ Word Processor system is available from participating Radio Shack Computer Centers, stores and dealers, nationwide. Priced at $69.95, tape system; $99.95, disk system. An optional Upper/Lower Case kit is available for $99.00, installed.

2K BAUD PLUS TO TAPE

"HISPED" is a new system program for the TRS-80. "HISPED" is designed to reduce the amount of time required to save, verify and load BASIC and SYSTEM programs, and/or array data. "HISPED" transfer rate is 260 bytes/second or about 4 times faster than normal. However, when saving, verifying or loading array data "HISPED-s" effective transfer rate is up to 30 times faster than normal (based on 10K or array data). "HISPED" also contains hard-copy printer formatting routines that include automatic carriage return/linefeed, auto line spacing, page spacing, and print screen "image". Three printer output routines will work with most printers and includes a serial output to the tape port. "HISPED" requires 8770 bytes of protected memory in Level II 16K, 32K, or 48K. "HISPED" is available now for $24.95 plus $1.00 p/h from PALOMAR SOFTWARE, 170 S. Palomar Dr., Redwood City, CA 94062.

Continued on page 27...
The easiest and most entertaining way to learn to program is by entering games into your computer. You get to see how other programmers accomplish certain tasks, gain experience with new BASIC instructions, and the reward of playing the game when you finish serves as constant encouragement.

That is what SoftSide is all about. To make it even easier, we include lots of programming hints, and occasionally take programs apart completely and describe what each part does.

Our games are very good. Many of the games we have published have sold individually for $8, $10, or even $15 each! One issue is normally worth the price of a years subscription for the game value alone.

For example, our May issue of the S-80 Edition for the TRS-80 and Video Genie computers is a special Star Trek issue. We include two complete Star Trek games, including one for which over 2000 people paid $14.95 each. We include 8K of remark statements not included in the commercial version so you can understand how it works and make your own modifications. There is a ten page article and flight manual lavishly illustrated with examples from the actual play of the game. You can even subscribe on cassette or diskette if you don't want to type in the line listings. The game issue also includes an article on Star Trek, the Motion Picture, including five programs developed on a 4K Level I TRS-80 to be used as displays in the movie! Another program included is an uncopyrighted day of the week routine that you can use in your own programs.

The May issue of our Apple Edition includes a high speed, colorful, challenging version of the space invaders game that is so popular in the arcades. Other features include the second installment of the book, "Intimate Instructions in Integer BASIC", Right/Left — a game for very young children, Small Marquee — a word guessing game, Black Box — a game of deduction, Magic Cave — a game seeking treasure in a hazardous dungeon, plus a disk catalog program and a method for protecting your program against copying.

Atari owners will soon have their own SoftSide! SoftSide: Atari is now accepting charter subscriptions, and the first issue will come this summer.

SoftSide:S-80

Bulk rate $18 year
First Class $25
Cassette $39.50, 6 months
Diskette $69.50, 6 months

SoftSide: Apple

$15 year
$22 (not available)
$69.50, 6 months

SoftSide: Atari

$15 year
$22 (not available)

Call toll free 1-800-258-1790 and use your Visa or Master Charge
(in N.H. call 603-673-5144)

Or send your check and the version you desire to
P.O. Box 68 Milford, N.H. 03055

Also from SoftSide Publications

Unlock the hidden power of your computer!

PATHWAYS THROUGH THE ROM

The guide to using machine language routines from Level II BASIC (TRS-80) in your own programs. Contains comments on the complete code of Level II BASIC, several programs to explore and use the subroutines in read only memory, and explanations of how to use the material. Includes line listing for a complete monitor and Z-80 disassembler. This book includes Supermap and the TRS-80 Disassembled Handbook, independently published at $30.

The Software Exchange

6 South Street, Box 68, Milford, NH 03055 603-673-5144

Only $19.95 plus $1 shipping
1-800-258-1790
(in NH call 673-5144)

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit! Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

* ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral Surge/Spire Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load any socket $56.95
* ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets total); integral Spike/Spire Suppression; 1975 W Max load, 1 KW either bank $56.95
* SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3), similar to ISO-1A except double filtering & Suppression $85.95
* ISOLATOR (ISO-4), similar to ISO-1A except unit has 6 individually filtered sockets $96.95
* ISOLATOR (ISO-5), similar to ISO-2 except unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total $79.95
* CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $7.00
* CIRCUIT BREAKER, SW/FI/PLOT/PR any model (CBS) Add $14.00

PHONE ORDERS 1-617-656-1532

Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street, Natick, Mass. 01760

We Have Solved Radio Shack's I/O Bottleneck!

Our D81-80 Interface and Driver Software (included with purchase) lets you use virtually any common terminal for system control or listing device for LPRINT/LLST commands. You can also use the TRS-80 as a terminal, printing "hidden" control codes, a feature many expensive terminals do not offer.

For only $199.95 we give you:
- 2 RS-232 or 20 MA current loop ports, 110 to 1200 baud.
- A cassette tape for Level II machines with driver software and sample Basic subroutines for those interested in doing it themselves.
- A manual with lots of info.
- A 6-month Limited Warranty.

The D81-80 is built to last, burned in for a week, and tested one last time prior to shipment, and generally shipped from stock. Mastercharge and Visa accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

Polytronics Methodist Hill
Lebanon, New Hampshire 03766 · 603-448-1710

THE PHYSICIANS MICROCOMPUTER REPORT

Interesting Articles on Microcomputer Applications in:
- Medical Account Records
- Tax Record Preparation
- Automated Patient Billing
- Patient History Review
- Drug Inventory and Prescription Printing
- Employee Compensation
- Disease and Drug Cross-Indexing
- Success of Treatment Evaluation
- Lab Data Processing
- Access to Large Medical Data Bases (Toxicology)
- Third Party Billing
- Patient Scheduling
- Word Processing
- Continuing Medical Education
- Aids for the Handicapped
- Microcomputer Book Reviews
- Bio-Med Statistics
- MUMPS on Micros
- Investment Analysis
- Computer Games

Please start my Club Membership and Subscription to the Physicians Microcomputer Report. A limited number of free sample copies are available if you hurry.

Name (Print) ___________________________ State ______ Address ___________________________
City __________________ Zip _____________

☐ $25 One year (12 issues) ☐ $15 Special six month trial subscription
☐ Bill Visa/BankAmericard ☐ Bill Master Charge ☐ $12.50 Student Rate
Credit Card # __________ Interbank # __________ Exp. Date ______

Check enclosed for $________

Send to: Dr. Gerald M. Orozco, Editor, Physicians Microcomputer Report, Box 6483, Lawrenceville, N.J. 08648
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LOBO DRIVES' new family of disk memory products provides you with a choice of memory capacities you need to effectively execute the complex business software you've developed for your TRS-80®. LOBO DRIVES' selection of readily available, software compatible drives permits you to expand your inventory, payroll, customer list, and accounts receivable files as your business grows.

And LOBO DRIVES brings you more...a new plug-in expansion interface that provides an easy way to add hardware enhancements, communications capability, and programmable features...and it comes with the LOBO DRIVES' famous 1 year, 100% parts/labor warranty.

Call or write for the complete LOBO DRIVES story. Find out just how competitively priced a family of high capacity drives can be...

Quantity discounts available - Dealer inquiries invited

---

Yes, I want to know more about LOBO Drives and what they can do for my TRS-80. Send me information on:

- 5 1/4-in. Floppy drive
- 8-in. Floppy drive
- Double sided expansion interface
- 8-in. Winchester hard disk, 10 Mbyte drive
- Double sided

Name: 
Company: 
Address: 
City State Zip 
Phone No. 

If dealer, provide resale no. 

*TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company.

935 Camino Del Sur Goleta, California 93017. (805) 685-4546

"CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD TO PAY LESS?"

---
The Complete Computer Company

HARDWARE
Centronics
TI 810
NEC 5530
Perfigs
Shugart
MPI
CDC
Complete TRS-80 Mod 1 and
Mod 11 Hardware
Percom

WORD PROCESSING
Magic Wand by Small Business
Applications
Electric Pencil by Michael
Shrayber
Special Delivery by Software Etc.
Merge Name & Address by SBSG

FROM THE LIBRARY
Learning Level 11 by David Lien
Basic Handbook
TRS Disk! and other Mysteries by
H. C. Pennington
TRS 80 Software Source
Software Technical Manual by
Houston Micro Computer Tech.
80-US
Kilobaud
80 Kilobaud

UTILITY & LANGUAGE
Small Systems
TRS 232
RSM Monitor
TRS Formatter
Racet
FMG
Lifeboat
Microsoft
Apparat

ENTERTAINMENT
Microsoft Adventure
Automated Simulations
Scott Adams
The Bottom Shelf

BUSINESS
Small Business Systems Group
Structured Systems Group
Lifeboat

*TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation.

To order by phone or for local dealer information call: 713/661-2005
Texas residents add 6% sales tax • MasterCharge • Visa

HOUSTON MICRO-COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Home and Business Computer Specialists
5313 BISSONNET • BELLAIRE • TEXAS • 77401 • 713/661-2005
Get your UPPPER
and lowercase the
easy way!

Why Lowercase?

Wouldn't you like to access YOUR
entire typeset? Level II BASIC converts
lowercase command words into
UPPERCASE. All characters
contained between quotes remain as
typed, but the software in an
unconverted TRS-80 allows
UPPERCASE display only! This
software shortcut allowed Tandy to
omit one video memory chip. This chip
must be added and the video software
repaired before the display of dualcase
is possible.

Price increase coming June 1st.

THE PATCH!

Unfortunately, converting your TRS-80 requires
installing the video memory chip plus wiring changes.
There is only one modification on the market which
eliminates most of the wiring. To get the dualcase mod
installed you have three choices: 1) Send your computer to
a company or individual who will do the wiring, 2) do it
yourself, or 3) "THE PATCH".

To make choices 1 and 2 operate requires using software
overhead in the form of a "driver". This takes 30 bytes,
unless you want a "normal" shift to UPPERCASE keyboard.
That takes upwards of 60 more bytes. Software oriented
mods have three more disadvantages: 1) They reside in
program memory, eating program space which you could
be using, 2) other machine language programs are
unusable if they are loaded against the top of memory, or 3)
the "driver" software MUST be loaded every time you
power-up, or the "MEMORY SIZE?" appears due to
program bomb. Choice number three suffers from NONE of
the software overhead problems. We call it "THE PATCH"
and it's new for the 80s!

"THE PATCH", a small electronic module which plugs
into the unused ROM socket on Level II machines, makes
necessary software changes to ROM supporting lowercase,
an optional block cursor, and extra keyboard debounce.
Electronically means NO software overhead. Your
computer displays lowercase instantly upon power-up, and
the keyboard operates in "normal" typewriter fashion.

"THE PATCH" is completely compatible with your TRS-
80* since it is the first, and only, TRS-80 lowercase system
designed that flawlessly mates with the computer as a unit,
not just a special program package.

"THE PATCH" is also the only modification of any kind
which can have extra options and updates factory installed
for 5 to 10 dollars per option, as they are available. Same day
turnaround.

THE PATCH is a trademark of CECDAT, Inc.
*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy, Radio Shack Corp.

Call 208-883-0611

Order yours today to avoid extra delay. Send $59.97 plus
$2.50 for shipping and handling to: CECDAT "THE
PATCH", Box 8963, Moscow, ID 83843.
Here's The Second Half . . .

Written by the author of your Level II Users Manual, LEARNING LEVEL II picks right up where the Level I Manual leaves off. It even supplies the changes needed to make the Level I Manual compatible with your Level II TRS-80.

LEARNING LEVEL II covers all Level II BASIC beyond Level I, plus much more. It shows you how to use the Editor, explains what the many error messages are really saying, and leads you thru conversions of Level I programs to Level II.

Dual cassettes, the Expansion Interface with Real Time Clock, use of printers and other features are explained in the same easy-to-learn style that made the Level I Manual famous. LEARNING LEVEL II was created specifically for your Level II TRS-80!

Yes, I want to LEARN Level II!

COMPUSOFT PUBLISHING • 8643 TE Navajo Rd. • San Diego, CA 92119

Please send ________ copies of LEARNING LEVEL II. My check for $15.95 each + $1.45 P&H is enclosed. (CA addresses add 6% sales tax).

I understand my order will be shipped promptly and there is a 30 day money-back guarantee.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS _________________________

CITY _____________________________

STATE __________________________

ZIP CODE _________________________
If you have run into either or both of these problems (and if you own Radio Shack drives I know you have), then here's a review you should read.

Two companies are now selling flexible disk reinforcing kits.

Both kits are based upon the same idea (see illustration). You take the centering tool, either metal or plastic, and place it on a level surface. Place a diskette on top of the centering tool. Since the diskette will just barely fit over the center protuberance of the tool, it cannot slide around. Then take a small plastic ring and remove the backing from it to expose the sticky side. Place the sticky side of the ring down on the diskette. The centering tool will align the ring properly for you. After this, take the pressure tool and press it down on the plastic ring. Turn the pressure tool back and forth, forcing out any air bubbles left under the plastic. The result is a stronger, more durable diskette.

The kits are so simple, they're almost impossible to mess up.

The first product is called 'The Fortifier' and is available from INMAC, Sunnyvale, CA (prod. #7955). The Fortifier is made of metal and retails for $24.95. It comes complete with two sizes of rings, one for mini-floppies, and the other for 8" floppies. There are two dozen rings of each size in the kit.

The second kit is called 'Mini Floppy Disc Saver' and is made by the Tristar Corp., P.O. Box 1727, Grand Junction, CO 81501. This is the less expensive of the two kits, costing only $14.95. It is made of plastic and it too comes with two dozen rings, but they are for mini-floppies only.

As far as replacement rings are concerned, I don't know. Neither company included any information on ordering additional rings. A bad oversight on their part.

If you have disk drives, I strongly suggest that you purchase one of these two kits; if you have a friend who owns 8" drives (or anticipate getting them in the future), then get the INMAC kit and split the cost with the friend. Otherwise, get the 'Floppy Saver' kit.
Board Games-1, CS-3001 (16K)

- Mugwump $7.95
  Mugwump is a board game which uses a 10x10 grid on which four friendly Mugwumps are hiding. Your mission is to locate these mysterious animals and capture them.

- Flip Disc
  Are you an Othello freak? Flip Disc is a program which will turn your computer into an excellent opponent. Three different skill levels, (good, expert, and genius), provide an introduction for the novice and continuing interest for the experienced player.

- Wumpus
  In game 1, you scour a network of underground caves in search of the prized Wumpus. Bagging a Wumpus wins the game, but if you accidentally stumble into his cave, the Wumpus will enjoy a tasty dinner of sauteed computer freak.

- Wumpus 2
  If you master the dodecahedron cave network in Wumpus 1, you may proceed to Wumpus 2 which allows you to choose from five different caves, or you can design your own.

- Qubic
  Qubic is a three dimensional Tic Tac Toe game. The game is played in a 3 dimensional cube (4x4x4). The object is to outwit the computer and place four pieces in any straight line.

- Backgammon
  This is the TRS-80 adaptation of the popular board game. Backgammon uses graphics and all the standard backgammon rules, not a strange computer variation. The computer is your opponent in this version, written by Scott Adams of "Adventure" fame.

Space Games-3, CS-3002 (16K)

- Ultra-Trek $7.95
  Ultra-Trek is a fast-paced version of Star Trek, complete with "real time" action graphics, lasers, Nilon space mines, high energy photon torpedoes, enemy ships that move, and an experimental ray which does something different each time you use it. You must act quickly to save yourself and the Federation.

- Star Lanes
  Imagine yourself the president of an intergalactic shipping company. If you're successful, you may be named Imperial Advisor on Economic Affairs. Entrepreneurs: to your ships.

- Star Wars
  If you hate Darth Vader, you'll love Star Wars. This real time game is fun for aliens of all ages. May the Force be with you!

- Romulan
  Your mission is to destroy an invading Romulan space craft. Maneuver through space and around stars looking for the deadly enemy, but be careful! The nasty Romulans fire back.

Air Traffic Controller, CS-3006 (16K) $7.95

This real time machine language program puts you in the chair of an air traffic controller. There are 27 airplanes -- jets and prop planes -- which must be controlled as they land, take off and fly over your air space. You give the orders to change altitude, turn, maintain a holding pattern, clear for approach, and land at your two airports. This realistic simulation includes navigational beacons, and requires planes to take off and land into the wind. Air Traffic Controller was written by an air traffic controller and is a favorite of the Creative Computing staff!

Who Is Creative Computing?

Creative Computing consists of five divisions serving you. Creative Computing magazine is the number 1 magazine of software and applications. Creative Computing Press publishes a wide variety of books, art prints, posters and T-shirts for the computer enthusiast. And Creative Computing Software produces and markets software on cassette and floppy disk for a wide variety of computers for home, school, and small business.

If your dealer does not carry the full line of Creative Computing products, please send three first-class stamps for a free catalog of products.

Adventure

Welcome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is one of the most challenging and innovative games available for your TRS-80.

- Adventureland
  You wander through an enchanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures and encounter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other perils and puzzles.
  CS-3008 TRS-80 16K Level II $14.95
  CS-3506 TRS-80 48K DISK (Includes Pirate Adventure) $24.95

- Pirate Adventure
  Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER's lost treasure.
  CS-3007 TRS-80 16K Level II $14.95
  CS-3506 TRS-80 32K DISK (Includes Adventureland) $24.95

- Mission Impossible Adventure
  Will you be able to complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated nuclear reactor doomed?
  CS-3009 TRS-80 16K Level II $14.95
  CS-3507 TRS-80 32K DISK (Includes Voodoo Adventure) $24.95

- Voodoo Castle
  Count Cristo has had a fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. Will you be able to rescue him or is he forever doomed?
  CS-3010 TRS-80 Level II $14.95 (Available in November)
  CS-3507 TRS-80 32K DISK (Includes Mission Impossible) $24.95

- The Count
  You'll love this Adventure; in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT FIRST BITE...
  CS-3011 TRS-80 Level II $14.95 (Available in November)
Strategy Games, CS-3005 (16K)

- Tunnel Vision $7.95
  You are transported into a massive labyrinth and must find the exit or be lost forever. This is an excellent example of three dimensional perspective using TRS-80 graphics.

- Evasion
  In this real time game, you are pursued around the game board by an evil-looking snake. Variations of play include two different speeds and hyper-jumps which randomly relocate you on the board. Looking for an escape? Try Evasion.

- Jigsaw
  Jigsaw is a computer-age puzzle game making extensive use of TRS-80 graphics. The computer generates a random puzzle and puzzle board. Using a combination of deductive reasoning and luck you must fit the graphically represented puzzle piece into place.

- The Masters
  Are you a wandering pro or just a Sunday golfer who would like to keep in practice? Once you’re on the green, a worm’s-eye view is displayed for putting.

- Motor Racing
  Motor Racing combines real time racing action with advanced graphics functions. The graphics and animation make Motor Racing fun to watch as well as play.

Creative Computing Magazine

Creative Computing has long been Number 1 in applications and software for micros, minis, and time-sharing systems for homes, schools and small businesses. Loads of applications every issue: text editing, graphics, communications, artificial intelligence, simulations, data base and file systems, music synthesis, analog control. Complete programs with sample runs. Programming techniques: sort algorithms, file structures, shuffling, etc. Coverage of electronic and video games and other related consumer electronics products, too.

Just getting started? Then turn to our technology tutorials, learning activities, short programs, and problem solving pages. No-nonsense book reviews, too. Even some fiction and foolishness.

Subscriptions: 1 year $15, 3 years $40. Foreign, add $9/year surface postage, $26/year air.

Basic Computer Games

Edited by David Ahl, this book contains 101 imaginative and challenging games for one, two, or more players — Basketball, Craps, Gomoko, Blackjack, Even Wins, Super Star Trek, Bombs Away, Horserace, Simulate lunar landings. Play the stock market. Write poetry. Draw pictures.

All programs are complete with listing in Microsoft Basic, sample run and description. Basic conversion table included. 125,000 copies in print. 192 pages softbound. [6C] $7.50.

Computer Coin Games

Computer Coin Games by Joe Weisbecker aids newcomers to the field of computers by simplifying the concepts of computer circuitry through games which can be played with a few pennies and full sized playing boards in the book. Enhanced by outrageous cartoons, jokes, students and self-learners of all ages will enjoy this 96 page softbound book. [10R] $3.95.

Pursuit Games, CS-3004 (16K)

- Stock Car Race $7.95
  Stock Car Race is a real time racing game on a road race circuit.

- Maze
  You are timed throughout your run and rated on the basis of elapsed time and the number of moves required to escape. Nine skill levels.

- Indy Racer
  Indy Racer is a real time racing game for the TRS-80. Similar to the popular arcade-style driving games.

- Depth Charge
  As commander of a destroyer, your mission is to destroy as many enemy subs as possible in this re-creation of the Battle of the Atlantic.

- Kaleidoscope
  This graphics demonstration program turns your TRS-80 into a computer age kaleidoscope.

How To Order

Send order and payment to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-town, NJ 07960. Add $1.00 shipping and handling per order (foreign, $2.50). N.J. residents add 5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge and American Express orders welcome. For faster service, call in your bank card order toll free to: 800-631-8112. (In N.J., call (201) 540-0445.)

More Basic Computer Games

Contains 84 fascinating and entertaining games for solo and group play — evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a safe, tame a wild horse, become a millionaire, race your Ferrari, joust with a knight, trek across the desert on your camel, navigate in deep space.

All games come complete with program listing in Microsoft Basic, sample run and description. 192 pages softbound. [6C] $7.50.
SIMPLE PEEK/POKE ROUTINE FOR THE TRS-80 MODEL II

by Peter B. Zieger

I got my March issue of the OCTUG Newsletter and read Martell B. Royer's excellent article on the PEEK and POKE for the TRS-80 Model II. To him I owe for all the inspiration that led to this article.

The following is one method for PEEK and POKE that is very close to the original TRS-80 Model I notation. It does not use any strings, and any variables passed to it are not destroyed by the subroutine.

The assembled 32-byte subroutine is initially keyed into memory with the use of the debug utility under TRSDOS as follows:

1) DEBUG ON <ENTER Key>
2) DEBUG <ENTER Key>
3) M
4) F2E0
5) <F1 Key>
6) 5E 23 ... EA
7) <F2 Key>
8) S

Next to save the subroutine on disk, key in the following:

DUMP PEEKPOKE/CMD START=F2E0,END=F2FF,RORT=R <ENTER Key>

Load BASIC with a memory protect of 32 by keying:

BASIC -M:62175 <ENTER Key>

In the calling BASIC program, key the following lines:

10 SYSTEM "PEEKPOKE/CMD"
20 DEFUSR=+HF2E0
30 DEFUSR=+HF2F0
40 DEF FNPEEK(ADDR%)=USRB(ADDR%)
50 DEF FNPOKE(ADDR%,BYTE%)=FNPEEK(ADDR%)*0-USRB(BYTE%)

To implement either of the PEEK or POKE calls, just simply use FNPEEK(a) or FNPOKE(a,v) any place you could have used a PEEK on a TRS-80 Model I. For example:

?FNPEEK(&H2800) would print the contents of H2800
A=FNPOKE(64,255) would poke address 64 with 255

To demonstrate the use of this technique, key in the following additional lines and RUN, and you'll get a formatted dump of memory starting at H0000. (Note line 0040 of the dump changes on repeated runs; this is where the real-time clock is located in memory.)

60 IFA MOD16 <> 0 GOTO100
70 PRINTB$: B$="": A$=HEX(A)
80 IFL(AS) <> 4 THEN A$="0:"+A$: GOTO80
90 PRINTAS:"":"
100 B$=FNPEEK(VA1(&H)+HEX%(A))"
110 A$+CHR%(B): IFN <32 OR B > 127 THEN A$=""
120 B$=B$+A$: A1=HEX%(B): IFL%(A)+1 THEN A$="0:"+A$
130 PRINTAS:"": A=A1: GOTO60

00100 ; SIMPLE PEEK AND POKE SUBROUTINE
00110 ; BY PETER B. ZIEGER
00120 ; MICRO-SERV
00130 ; RT 8 BOX 416
00140 ; SALISBURY, MD 21801
00150 ; (301) 742-8223
00160 ;
00170 ; PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
00180 ;
00190 ;

F2E0 00200 0F2E0H
F2E0 00210 PEEK LD E,(HL) ;LOAD PEEK
F2E1 00220 INC HL ;ADDRESS
F2E2 00230 LD D,(HL) ;TO DE REG
F2E3 00240 EX DE,HL ;SWAP ADDRESS TO HL
Note: This subroutine is almost relocatable, if you move it you will have to adjust lines 00250 and 00320 to point to the storage address at line 00390.

---

**PATCH TO TRS-80 DEBUG (TRSDOS 1.2) TO ALLOW ACCESS BELOW H2800**

Using DEBUG as described in previous article load into memory the following routine:

```
F200 210000 2236F9 2205FA 21FFFE 2241F9 220DFA D7
```

Dump it to disk by keying in the following:

```
DUMP FIXDEBUG START=F200,END=F212,RORT=R <ENTER Key>
```

To use key the following:

1) DEBUG ON :enter debug mode
2) FIXDEBUG :load routine
3) J :enter jump mode
4) F200 :execution address

DEBUG has now been modified in memory (not on disk) and you may now look down in previously protected areas.

---

**BEST SELLING INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN MICRO TODAY!!**

**SELECTOR III-C2**

- Powerful
- Creates and Maintains Multi-key data bases.
- Prints FORMATED, SORTED REPORTS with numerical summaries.
- Source code supplied
- Prints MAILING LABELS — and more!
- Comes with APPLICATIONS PROGRAMES including:
  - Sales Activity
  - Inventory
  - Payables
  - Receivables
  - NAD
  - Library

File management and report writing modules contain linkage to user subroutines to add virtually any special purpose application.

**STATE OF THE ART** in information management systems!

**NEW** — "Ready-to-run" version for the TRS-80® Model I, only from Business Microproducts. Also available for Model II.

**NEVADA COBOL**

- A POWERFUL subset of ANSI-74
- A PRICE that's UNBEATABLE—$99
- EXTENDED arithmetic & I/O features.
- FAST compilation and execution
- EASY to use — Generates small executable object modules.
- UNIQUE — Easily understood error messages
- CP/M compatible
- Also available ON TRS-80
- REQUIRES only 16K-RAM
- Designed for PORTABILITY

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- Random access file structure
- Sequential files — Fixed and variable length
- Debugging capability
- Copy statement
- Data types & character strings, 16 Bit Binary and packed decimal (Comp-3)
- 18-Digit accuracy
- Hexadecimal non-numeric literals
- Powerful editing
- Interactive accept/display

**ORDER NOW**

**BUSINESS MICROPRODUCTS**

A DIVISION OF THE READY CORPORATION
LIVERMORE FINANCIAL CENTER
1838 Catalina Court • Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 449-4412

**FILETRAN**

- Machine language COM FILE directly compatible with your CP/M system.
- Automated Terminal Configurator
- Memory displayed in both HEX and ASCII
- Any disk Sector Selected and displayed in both HEX and ASCII
- Transfers both data and program files by file name byte by byte
- Displays both CP/M & TRS80 directories

**FILETRAN Disk and Manual**

Manual alone (manual price credited to system) $20
Manual alone (manual price credited to system) $99

**SALES ACTIVITY**

- $295.00
- $75.00

**ORDER NOW**

**TRSDOS→CP/M**

- "BRIDGES THE GAP"
- Newly created files scanned for potential errors between level II BASIC & MBASIC 5.0 or later
- CP/M files scanned for any selected string
- Serves any program for all occurrences of any string
- Generates a variable cross reference invaluable feature for any system level conversion and debugging
- Displays both CP/M & TRS80 directories

**ORDER NOW**

- $20
- $99

**CA residents add 6% sales tax. Intercontinental shipping $3.00. Allow 2 weeks delivery.

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corp
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
Because of the preponderance of games, especially mathematical ones, computerists and Computer-Aided-Instruction are criticized for frivolity and shallowness in educational circles (at least the ones I run in). Simultaneously, the fact that the "TV generation" borders on functional illiteracy receives attention in the game circles. Good teaching programs, especially "humanistic" ones, dealing with language rather than mathematics, can use the machine to redress the grievance.

I think it's time to write some teaching programs that set out to explore the joys of computer learning for youngsters as cold-bloodedly, say, as the authors of the DEC PDP-10 "Adventure" set out to explore the joys of artificial intelligence. The idea is to invite the child on an adventure into her own mind, with the computer cast as Sancho Panza.

Computers (because they're fast idiots) and the Level II TRS-80's (because of their string-handling abilities in BASIC) are perfect for teaching English. The computer's attentive, immediate, focused feedback contrasts nicely with the absent-minded aspect we all too often present to our children. The natural magnetism of the CRT — it's OK to steal a little juice from the "idiom box" if we do it consciously — coincides with the young (aged 4 to 6) child's natural hunger for expression. One of my culture-heroes, Maria Montessori, called it "the sensitive period" for language. Many children, upon discovering that the computer is benign, permitting them to punch buttons to their hearts' content, delight themselves for long periods punching in nonsense lines like "GHBNNNNTTULLLLK" enter "," to which the machine patiently replies, "SYNTAX ERROR". "Look what I made," they crow. Montessori asserted that writing precedes reading — most children will be building words before they can read them. The computer's display is a speedy and responsive adjunct to the painful process of handwriting.

Let me lead you through a favorite program of mine, and show you what I mean.

SECTION 2
—The Montessori framework—

Language doesn't start at a level accessible to the computer; there's some foundation work that has to be done first. Like any complex task, a grasp of the "program" makes the progress toward the goal — independence, remember? — orderly. A short review of how we learn to write and read might be in order. (Readers with knowledge of the Montessori reading material might want to skip this section.)

The 3-Period Lesson is a general Montessori tool which adapts well to computer-aided instruction. It's a structured technique for introducing any new material to the child; the obvious benefit is that the structure itself is familiar and doesn't detract from the new material. It goes like this: You plunk down at a table with a kid who doesn't know any letters. Out of your pocket you produce two tablets, one emblazoned with an "M" and the other with a "S".

"Would you like to know what these say?" you ask innocently. (If she says no, find another victim — force will never do.) Answered affirmatively, you

---

ONE CLAP

a CAI program for writing and reading

by Michael Potts

Two educational principles impress me more and more with time. One: Independence is the goal. Two: the Microcomputer is the greatest educational breakthrough since moveable type. You may have read those thoughts before ("Computers are Kid's Stuff", September 1979 PROG/80), but they're worth asserting again. I've tested my theories for another year since I last wrote — in the classroom with 4- to 8-year-olds, at home with my children, and with a range of older tutees and students — and I stick by what I wrote.

My sorrowful cry continues, (and I hear others echo it): WHERE'S THE DECENT SOFTWARE? Lurking in the hearts and minds of parents, teachers, and computer-philes who remember what it was like to be children, I guess. Our job is to get those programs out, up, and running!

Apart from the academic quibble — most teaching software doesn't teach — I have two criticisms of most existing educational programs. First, they test rather than teach. Kids can spot a test from 50 paces with both eyes tied behind their backs: like other occult phenomena, children simply refuse to be tested. Second (and a bit less obvious) is that usually the balance of "dulce" to "utile" isn't delicate enough for children: a case can be made for Star Trek as educational — vectors, coordinates, compass headings, etc. — and a bells-and-whistles edition of the State Game is undoubtedly entertaining, but...
say, "This is mmmm. This is ssss." That's the first period of the lesson: introduction of the concrete object linked to its name. The second period provides the child with the name, and challenges her to choose the corresponding object: you say, "Could you point to the mmmm? ...to the ssss?" In case of error you'd say, "Thank you for showing me the ssss, but I asked for the mmmm." "Leave them hungry" being a cardinal tenet of Montessori teaching, it's soon time to put the sounds away. As the child picks them up, you innocently ask, "What's that sound?" When the child supplies the answer, the third period, internal association of object and name, is complete.

The first step toward writing establishes this association between symbol and sound — "M" makes the sound "mmm", and so forth — and this happens best when a "teacher", someone who knows the program, works with the student. Montessori doctrine dictates that the symbols are identified by their sounds — like "mmm" and "sss" — and NOT by their names — "tea" and "ess" and "em". And the newcomer to reading can begin with a minimal "tool kit" of sounds/symbols — a suggested order of introduction is in Table 1.

| 1st group: | mast |
| 2nd group: | crib |
| 3rd group: | golf |
| 4th group: | pendu |

Table 1

The theory: there's enough to learn without introducing one extra layer of complexity.

Making the jump from single sounds to words comes when the child recognizes known sounds at the beginning of familiar words. We use a game called "I Spy" with children at this stage — "I Spy (with my little eye) something in the room that begins with mmmm," we say, "Cat," hoots my student. "No, Damiana," we reply patiently, "That begins with the sound cckk. I spy something..." and so on. For the teacher this activity develops patience, and an overpowering urge to computerize the learning process.

The next step is blending two sounds: aaaa with tttt makes at...add an mmmm and you have mat. This phonetic word-building strategy makes about 80% of the English language self-spelling. (Dr. Montessori devised her method for Italian, which has a better phonetic batting average.) Unless you have a computer which speaks and listens, teaching this process requires a helpful human.

But now, with these two skills — sound/symbol association and blending — the child can attack language on the computer. (Some of the simplest commands — RUN is a good example — are phonetic, and so the child moves toward independent mastery of the machine.) ONECLAP is designed to develop and polish these earliest skills, and carry the child way beyond...
independence. But at the first session this might be enough: it’s critically important to remember that children have short attention spans, and shouldn’t be pushed past their limits for our self-centered reasons. The program will always be there for another session.

SECTION 4
—the Second Period—

Where the first period supplies symbol and name, the second period requires the child to supply one in response to the other. Observing children working with early versions of ONECLAP, I noted that they had difficulty finding the sounds they wanted on the keyboard. The obvious reason, their unfamiliarity with a typewriter and its arbitrary location of the letters, can be attacked directly: keyboards are here to stay, and time spent learning how to work them is productive. A less obvious difficulty is the unfamiliarity of the typeface. We’ve decided to bite the bullet and run this program in capital letters despite the objections — the caps aren’t what they’ll use primarily in later life. Yes, but: many TRS-80s don’t have lower case. (The overwhelming POWER of the TRS-80 mitigates Radio Shack’s corner-cutting, we all agree. Now: get it fixed!) Much more to the point, the key-caps should correspond with the display. Unmistakably, the inventor of the typewriter should have used lower-case shapes on his keycaps, but he didn’t, and the stupidity has been compounded down through the years, so we’d just as well make the best of it. (A survey of reading presentations reveals that back-to-back introduction of lower- and upper-case letters is common outside of the Montessori Establishment, and in most beginning alphabet books.)

So, while the first period requires little of the child, typing “ON” takes her to the second level of difficulty, where she’ll be asked to copy the symbols presented by the machine in traditional left-to-right order. Wrong responses will be locked out. A finished screen will look like this:

```
P A N
P A N
```

waiting for the “ENTER” which will bring up the next screen, another randomly chosen one-clap word. Should the child “space out”, the machine waits a polite interval, then prompts: “ENTER”.

This “interactive keyboard” phase allows time for the discovery of the letter locations, and also provides an opportunity to check that the child preserves the correspondence between symbol and sound. In the above example, the child should quietly say each sound — pppp, aaaa, nnnn — as the key is pressed, then make the blend — pan — as she inspects the display in preparation for ending the round with “ENTER”. Observation of this procedure will make the program especially useful.

If the child ignores the machine’s word and types “ON”, the program proceeds to the third and final period of the program. “END”, of course, exits to the endgame.

SECTION 5
—the Third Period—

In this third mode, the machine provides (at random) only the final consonant; the child is challenged to find a one-clap word ending with it. Each word is evaluated by the machine, and characterized as a word, or “not on my list” — it’s dangerous to commit oneself, as programmer, to saying something’s not a word, because there are probably words you and I have never heard. Typing ‘END” takes the child to the endgame list. All entries are evaluated exactly as entered: we’re seeking a synthesis of symbol/sound association, word-building, beginning typing skills, and complexity of language even within a simple sub-group.

This is the main course, for which the first two sections served as appetizer. Most children will inspect the first parts carefully a few times, but later will skip to this part with two quick “ON”’s. And that’s fine: here’s where a systematic exploration of the rational structure of the English language (and some of its more glaring irrationalities) begins. Hearing skills get sharpened right at the outset when the machine deems “slep” NOT ON MY LIST “, but cheerfully accepts “slip”. The immense power of the phonetic concept lets the child write and read words she’s never heard before. And there’s always that exciting time when the child finds a word that really IS a word, but isn’t on the machine’s list. Our children keep coming back for years, looking for new words, funny words, (dirty words?), long words that are still one-clappers, and experimenting with combinations of letters.

We should trap the words that the child’s gotten already with a mild admonishment — “THAT’S A WORD...BUT YOU GOT IT ALREADY”. And we should also trap those words that should be right, but aren’t — eg, wat, nit — and explain the absurdity:

```
PLEASE GIVE ME A WORD ENDING
—D
```

the child enters AD
ALMOST A WORD.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE?
If the child answers yes, the screen clears, then
SOME WORDS ARE FUNNY. THIS ONE
NEEDS TO DOUBLE THE LAST LETTER
ADD

Remember that you’re writing for young children who aren’t too firmly based in their reading skills — the computer’s speed and flashiness can be bewildering.

Trust the child to prescribe the right number of words. Often it will seem to us too few, but children aren’t the gluttons for punishment we’ve become in our maturity. Remember the watch word: “Leave ‘em hungry”...and they may come back for more! When the time has come, the child brings on the endgame with the phonetic word “END”.

The endgame is most impressive if you have a printer: the child leaves the computer with his work neatly printed out for his enjoyment, and for sharing with others.
It's important for diagnostic reasons (for the child and the programmer) to save the "unwords". The appearance of near-misses indicates a sloppiness in the child's apprehension of the sounds, usually the vowels, which needs remedying as early as possible. Similarly, the programmer should plug in real words left off the machine's list at the earliest convenience: you can count on it — the kid will look for those words at his next session. (I also take words off the list from time to time, so that children can find them.) Lacking a printer, a read-out to the screen, and the invitation to the child to "copy a few", gives a sense of consolidation.

Often parents and teachers new to computer-aided instruction are troubled by the "de-personalization" of the learning process. Applied to calculators in early grades, this objection takes the familiar form "What if you're on a desert island, and your batteries fail?" It's our fond hope that the underlying principles — mathematical or linguistic — will embed themselves in young minds firmly even without the painful repetition and rote-learning most of us survived in earlier years. I have no doubt but that computers and keyboard-driven devices will brighten the days of our children when they at last enter the working world: why should they not begin their romance at a tender age?

SECTION 6
-Technical Challenge-

Computational speed is seldom of much moment in children's programming, because children achieve extended attention by weaving moments of wool-gathering into the long haul. Nevertheless, language programs, like this one, with lots of string-searching, should be written as tightly as possible. Machine language routines would provide an elegant speed-up, but the program needs to be easily maintainable. Evaluation of the material we're concerned with here shows that the bulk of it is in three-letter words of the form "CAT". The four-and-more letter words are another case, and the exceptions are a third.

I've adopted a search tree that looks like this:

For the three-letter search, I zip through a long strip of words — BATCATEATFAT...NPUTTRUTEND — using the midstring function and biting them off three at a time. It could be done with just the first two letters — BACAEFA etc. — but I don't think the increased speed would make up for the difficulty of making sense out of the string at debugging and maintenance time.

For the 4+ letter search, I used spaces as the delimiters, and the # symbol to note "end of string". The exceptions require that their type be encoded with the probable misspelling. "Wat", "ad", and "eg" all belong to the family of words that need a double last letter — call them type 1. "Nit" and "nat" need help with their initial sound — types 2 and 3. "Det" requires an added b — type 4.

Assuming the input word is on the list, the program needs to perform another string search to see if it's been used before. The 4+ letter search procedure works fine here, run on a string of all the good words.

Other programming considerations — the need for clarity and elegance in the display, for instance, and the fact that the program's material is linguistic, not algebraic, should be of interest to the programmer. This program can be a model, a starting place from which other language-teaching programs could be developed. One of the unwritten laws of programming — do I dare write it? — is that any program, if up and running, is obsolete.

SECTION 7
-Looking Forward-

If the computer is to play a real role in the classroom — and it will, my friends, it will — it won't be because there are a few comprehensive and exciting programs scattered all over the map of education. To succeed in any real sense, CAI must begin to be a useful program, undertaking to apply the computer's obvious strengths in an area where they're appreciated. But it's a drop in the bucket of the whole linguistic curriculum. Carver's Peanut Principle decrees that many, many special programs must be written to manage the complexities of learning language.

Where to work next? The next place in the Montessori continuum needing attention is the area of phonemes — two letters (like "ou" or "ow") which, taken together, have a unique sound. Unfortunately for the beginning reader, the sounds are multidinous, inconsistent, often overlapping. Nevertheless, they are systematic exceptions...and where there's a system, there's a way to program it.

As the children grow up, their skills burgeon, and some child-oriented games will be needed. Some of the less orderly exceptions will need to be dealt with. Somewhere out there, someone has a pet concept that can be made into a program that will help our kids read. It's not all that hard: a little study and experimentation, some plain-and-fancy flow charting, time observing the first few kids on the first-draft program work, some thought and polishing, and — voilà! — the program is done. The challenge to the programmer should be persuasive enough.
Reading is the key to so much — not just the recreational material, but the incredible avalanche of technical stuff that may very well bury us all. Nor need I linger on the increasing class sizes and the exploding curricula our children are expected to master before they hit the job market in not-so-many years. It’s true that math programs are easier to write, and game programs have interesting graphics, but we need to remember that it’s not just a fun machine for adults; we, too, should seek a decent balance of dulce and utile in our work. A caution I didn’t mention before: software seems to be, all too often, the domain of illiterates — the first ranks of the TV generation. We should remember that we "write" a program: the stylistic and aesthetic values of any literary form should apply.

The rewards of authorship accrue to the programmer as surely as to the poet: reading leads our children toward independence faster than any other acquired skill. By helping our children address and stretch the frontiers of their knowledge, through the agency of a program we’ve written, we begin truly to realize the promise of computer-aided instruction — one of the most exciting promises of our time.

Now, take silent e for example: that’s fertile field for a learning program. If we take the string of all...
Apparat, Inc. introduces

NEWDOS/80

For the 80's—an enhanced NEWDOS for your TRS-80™ Model 1.

Apparat, Inc. announces the most powerful Disk Operating System for the TRS-80™. It has been designed for the sophisticated user and professional programmer who demands the ultimate in disk operating systems.

NEWDOS/80 is not meant to replace the present version of NEWDOS 2.1 which satisfies most users, but is a carefully planned upward enhancement, which significantly extends NEWDOS 2.1's capabilities. This new member to the Apparat NEWDOS family is upward compatible with present NEWDOS 2.1 and is supplied on Diskette, complete with enhanced NEWDOS + utility programs and documentation. Some of the NEWDOS/80 features are:

- New BASIC commands that supports files with variable record lengths up to 4095 Bytes long.
- Mix or match disk drives. Supports any track count from 18 to 80. Use 35, 40 or 77 track 5" mini disks drives or 8" disk drives, or any combination.
- A security boot-up for BASIC or machine code application programs. User never sees "DOS READY" or "READY" and is unable to "BREAK"; clear screen, or issue any direct BASIC statement including "LIST".
- New editing commands that allow program lines to be deleted from one location and moved to another or to allow the duplication of a program line with the deletion of the original.
- Enhanced and improved RENUMBER that allows relocation of subroutines.
- Powerful chaining commands.
- Device handling for routing to display and printer simultaneously.
- CDE function; simultaneous striking of the C, D and E keys will allow the user to enter a mini-DOS to perform some DOS commands without disturbing the resident program.
- Upward compatible with NEWDOS 2.1 and TRSDOS 2.3.
- Includes Superzap 3.0 and all Apparat 2.1 utilities.

NEWDOS/80 with all of the NEWDOS + utility programs, many of which have been enhanced, is priced at just $149.00 and is available at most TRS-80 dealers. Previous NEWDOS owners may receive full trade in allowance toward the purchase of NEWDOS/80 by including their order the serial number of their NEWDOS 2.1 diskette, the price paid and where purchased. In most cases that purchase price will be subtracted from the price of NEWDOS/80. As with NEWDOS 2.1, NEWDOS/80 relies on the TRSDOS and Disk Basic Reference Manual published by Radio Shack.

NEWDOS/80 documentation supports its enhancements and upgrades only.

TO UPGRADE TO NEWDOS/80, COMPLETE AND MAIL TO:
Apparat, Inc.  Microcomputer Technology, Inc.
7310 E. Princeton Ave.  3304 W. MacArthur Blvd.
Denver, CO 80237  Santa Ana, CA 92704
303/758-7276  714/979-9923

PREVIOUS NEWDOS OWNERS ONLY

Serial # ____________________ Purchased ____________________
☐ Check ☐ Money Order ☐ Master Charge ☐ Visa
Card No. ____________________ Expiration Date ____________
 Colo. residents add 6.5% sales tax. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.
Add $10.00 postage and handling.
Please rush ________ NEWDOS/80 to:
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________ State ______ Zip ______
Phone ____________________________
Upgrade offer expires July 31, 1980.
No matter what type of personal computer you have, or are thinking of buying, Eaton LRC’s new 7000+ dot-matrix impact printer can be interfaced with plug-in simplicity and be printing in just a matter of seconds.

The 7000+ features uni-directional printing with a line speed of 1.25 lines per second. It accepts any single or two-ply paper roll from 3/4-inch to 3-7/8 inches wide and prints a 3-1/3 inch line. Capacity is adjustable and can be 40 columns at 12 characters to the inch using the single width font; or 20 columns at 6 characters to the inch using the double-width font. The 7000+ accepts the full ASCII character set (upper and lower case). An available option allows the unit to print 64 columns at the single width setting, and 32 columns using a double width font, selectable under software control.

The new 7000+ comes equipped with Eaton LRC’s newest printhead with a minimum life of 100-million characters. This new, long-life head has been carefully designed to print continuously without overheating.

7000+ (40 & 20 columns) List $389 ......... $369
APPLE cable .................................. $20

7000+ (64, 32, 40 & 20 col.) List $405 ......... $389
TRS-80 cable .................................. $20

THE WATCH THAT REPLACES EVERYTHING.

In fact it even replaces the age-old myth that a timepiece loaded with talent has to be expensive.

The Casio C-80 has a list price of $50. It has been advertised nationally for $75. HARDSIDE's special price is only $40.95 (we even pay the UPS charges).

A CALCULATOR MADE FOR REAL FINGERS

Here's the first calculator chronograph that can be operated easily with your fingertips. No need to use a stylus or pen; the keys are far enough apart that even the broadcast fingers can work them.

Now you can add, subtract, multiply, divide - even perform chain calculations up to eight places, plus decimal. Numbers appear in crisp liquid crystal digits.

STOPWATCH, 2 TIME ZONES-AND MORE

The push of a button turns your calculator into a very talented stopwatch. You get 1/100 of a second accuracy, lap times, and up to 59.59 minutes of track-style timekeeping.

You also get two time zones; the second zone can be set for 12 or 24 hour time. Hours, minutes and seconds are displayed with reliable 15 second-a-month quartz precision.

Press another button and the day of the week and date appear. And another for built-in night light.

FEATHER-LIGHT, YET RUGGED

The 1-3/4 oz. case and band are constructed of high impact black plastic. And so lightweight and comfortable, you may not realize that you are wearing it.

This Casio chronograph is built incredibly rugged to provide years of reliable service. A tough mineral glass crystal resists scratching. And the tightly fitted case and crystal provide water resistance for everyday use.

#99-01 .................................. $40.95

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE
1-800-258-1790
( In N.H. call 673-5144)

6 SOUTH ST., MILFORD, NH 03055

We buy & sell used TRS-80s. Call (603) 673-5144 for details!

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack and Tandy Corp. *Apple is a trademark of the Apple Computer Co.
Letters to the Editor...

Gentlemen:

With regard to Lance Micklus’ article on “pirates”… may I say that I agree with his premise that the copying of ideas tends to cause authors and inventors to devote their efforts to other fields. It should be obvious to anyone except the dwellers in the dreamland of the political left who feel that no-one should be rewarded for his/her efforts but that all should share in what others produce; to each according to his needs and from each according to his abilities. Since I need a program or idea, and don’t have the ability to create it, I have the right to steal it.

Unfortunately, few are going to refrain from such theft simply because it is immoral or even illegal. I had a personal experience with a former employee stealing a design, even though it was protected by law, and by an employment contract. From a practical standpoint, there was nothing I could do to prevent him from having the article made by one of my competitors. The development time my company spent on the item, which had to be amortized over the sales price of several items, was obviously not a cost to the other manufacturer. What I found really galling was their use of a picture of my item in their sales literature.

However, I do have a solution for the problem. Just as I swallowed my pride and continued manufacturing the stolen design, I would recommend that talented programmers, whose games we enjoy, do the same. I no longer compete with my own design because I priced it such that it is not attractive to copy. I suggest that all software be so marketed. For example, I buy cassettes from Pyramid Data Systems, in small quantities, for about sixty cents each. If I record a program or two on it, and sell it for four bucks or so, isn’t the inconvenience worth more to a pirate than the four bucks? How many pirated editions of CLOAD do you see? At three sixty a copy, people are too lazy to bother. It’s easier to pay the price than to copy it.

So, I say—hang the ethics. Nobody gives a rat’s tail about morality these days. Turn the customer’s vice to your advantage. Mass-produce your programs and sell them so cheaply nobody would bother to copy them. And if you ever suspect somebody of doing so, you’ll have the satisfaction of knowing it cost them more than if they bought from you.

Sincerely,

John A. Hern, Jr.

---

NOTICE TO S-8IGHTY READERS

With the May issue, the S-8ightly Magazine will arrive free of charge only to readers who subscribe to either SoftSide S-80 Edition, or Prog 80. If you have been a customer of The Software Exchange in recent weeks, then you will also receive The S-8ightly free of charge.

To all others, a $3.00 subscription fee for 12 issues will be required.

Please fill out the attached and return with your subscription fee to: P.O.Box 68 Milford, New Hampshire 03055

Name: _______________________________ Address: _______________________________

City: _____________________________ State: ___________ Zip: ______________

(Continued from page 8)

More New Products!

MICROSOFT CONSUMER PRODUCTS ANNOUNCES TRS-80 BASIC COMPILER

Bellevue, WA, March 14, 1980—Microsoft Consumer Products announces BASIC Compiler for the TRS-80, a powerful tool for BASIC programming that increases program execution an average of 3-10 times.

Microsoft BASIC Compiler compiles programs written with the TRS-80 Disk BASIC interpreter, producing Z-80 machine code that is directly executed by the TRS-80. Extensive optimizations performed during compilation maximize the speed of the resulting object code. Speeds up to 30 times faster than the speed of interpreted programs can be obtained if extensive use of integer operations is made.

In addition to adding speed the compiler also has new programming features to make writing BASIC programs easier and more efficient. These include double precision trigonometric functions; full PRINT USING for formatted output; extensive disk file capability; WHILE/WEND conditionals; variable names up to 40 characters; and a CALL statement to assemble language or FORTRAN subroutines.
If you were one of the 8000+ adventurous and intrepid readers of Volume 1 of the "Disassembled Handbook For TRS-80", I truly promise that Volume 2 will 'blow your mind'. It turns out that Volume 1 was only a TEASER that introduced the reader to using Level II ROM's myriad subroutines in assembly language programming. Volume 2's 175 pages provide in-depth coverage of: "all the things you wanted to know about Level II ROM, but were afraid to ask". To give you an idea of all the good things in Volume 2, let me briefly review the 14 chapters.

Chapter 1:
Covers all 694 Z-80 instructions and illustrates both their decimal and hex values. This is the FIRST treatise I have seen that matches up the Z-80 instruction set with its decimal value, which is the way the TRS-80's PEEK function reads-out a given Level II ROM MEM location. When you finish this chapter, you will understand how easy it is to disassemble ROM by yourself...no disassembler required.

Chapter 2:
Is a partial disassembled listing of Level II ROM with a number of object and source codes blanked out to protect Microsoft, the copyright owner. Since you have finished Chapter 1 by now, filling in the blank spaces is a SNAP.

Chapters 3 & 4:
Illustrate how ROM stores integers, strings, and string arrays in MEM. A number of mini-programs illustrate these functions' storage protocols using VARPTR.

Chapter 5:
Is the first treatise this reviewer has ever seen which clearly and lucidly explains how single and double precision floating-point numbers are stored in MEM, plus provides a number of truly UNIQUE programs that will logically and unassumingly decode their absolute and true values. This chapter is really worth the price of the entire book, in my opinion.

Chapter 6:
Explains and fully covers how both non-disk and disk users, without the NEWDOS press—'JKL'—to—LPRINT—out—video feature, may quite simply utilize and add this useful function. Even NEWDOS users will find it attractive as it adds the function of 'press SPACE-BAR' to stop printing.

Chapter 7:
Presents a program plus detailed comments that will teach the reader video MEM handling, storage, and recall techniques that are extremely useful for all sorts of applications. These include storing and recalling telephone line/Modem computer bulletin boards and/or teletype, just to name a few. This chapter leads quite logically into Chapter 8.

Chapter 8:
I believe that this is one of the BEST chapters in ANY TRS-80 book EVER published anywhere/anytime. It leads the user very gently and ever so easily into a program that creates a truly SPLIT-SCREEN capability for the TRS-80. Some buffs thought it could not be done. Well, it certainly can be done and it is not all that difficult the way it is presented.

This unique program allows the user to create TWO entirely separate video displays on one TRS-80 screen. Each display is completely independent of the other with its own scrolling, CLS, and MEM storage and recall if desired. When you finish this chapter you will be able to lecture and write a book on the subject.

Chapter 9:
Includes a summary of ALL Level II BASIC ROM CALLS and significant ancillary function CALL addresses. This is a repeat of Volume 1 so that the reader does not have to switch books.

Chapters 10 & 11:
Are BASIC review and cover both a 16K MEM length Morse code transmit/receive program and a TV satellite azimuth-elevation-range program for ALL the major TV satellites up there in geostationary-equatorial orbit. Data is to YOUR location.

Chapters 12 & 13:
Include a bibliography (the author has taken 'kindness pills' in this volume) and the self-programmed learning questions and answers for each chapter. When I occasionally misunderstood a point that was covered, the questions and answers sections invariably clarified the point at hand.

Chapter 14:
Is a useful combined index for Volumes 1 and 2. It surely helps one to find the forgotten location of a given function/subject. It also notes the availability of ALL of the programs from both Volumes 1 and 2 on a single cassette or disk from THE ALTERNATE SOURCE in
Lansing, Michigan. This will certainly be a useful classroom aid to instructors/teachers of computer science professors who do not have the time to compile their own.

**Summary:**
This Volume, as well as Volume 1, will become a classic TRS-80 BIBLE for the advanced programmer, mark my word. It is a MUST for every TRS-80 bookshelf. The author’s style and informal presentation make mastering this heretofore difficult subject a real pleasure instead of an unpleasant rote chore.

---

**FORTH is an advanced language and system for advanced programmers.**
MMSFORTH is a professional version of the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 1 and tailored by Miller Micropunter Services.

**CASSETTE CONTROL UNIT**
- Speed up your cassette tape handling
- Pinpoint program locations on tape with an audible monitor

Get protection from recording and playback glitches resulting from ground loops
Eliminate the redling problem and unplugging of recorder cables

The Micro-Mega Cassette Control Unit does all this and more. You get instant
Manual control of the recorder at the flick of a switch. Want to fine
beginning or end of a program? Flick another switch and you’ll hear it. All
features remain plugged in all the time.

The Micro-Mega Cassette Control Unit does a lot to improve the appear-
ance of your TRS-80 system, too. As an option, it can be paired with the
Micro-Mega 22” 7” box which will reduce the size of your console.

**CASSette CONTROL UNIT**
- Add $1.00 for postage and handling

**CPU MONITOR**
Ever find yourself with a blank screen wondering what your computer is up to? The Micro-Mega CPU Monitor can tell you.
- **CPU MONITOR**
- **CPU MONITOR**
- **CPU MONITOR**

If your CPU is in a loop with no exit, you can stop it from being output until you can find out what’s wrong.

**THE GREEN-SCREEN**
The eye-pleasing Green Screen fits over the CRT of your TRS-80 Video Display and gives you improved con-
trast with reduced eye fatigue. You get bright, full color images on a black background.

**THE ULTIMATE STAR TREK PACKAGE**
Tired of trivial computer games? This complete Star Trek package will provide you with endless fantasy and
- **THE ULTIMATE STAR TREK PACKAGE**
- **THE ULTIMATE STAR TREK PACKAGE**

In addition to the program, you get a "Star Trek" speaker, a "Star Trek" light, a "Star Trek" clock, a "Star Trek" watch, and a "Star Trek" mailbox.

**CREATE YOUR OWN SPECTACULAR GAMING ENVIRONMENT**
- **CREATE YOUR OWN SPECTACULAR GAMING ENVIRONMENT**
- **CREATE YOUR OWN SPECTACULAR GAMING ENVIRONMENT**

The Enterprise is in battle with the Klingons. As you pilot the Enterprise, the computer gives you a "Star Trek" experience. You can jump to warp drive and cut through the coordinates of your remote scanners. The Enterprise is the perfect vehicle for a space adventure.

**NEWS ON OUR "Monkeying Around" CONTEST**
We have had several guesses as to the wearer of the gorilla suit. None of them were right! The answer of course, is not the obvious. For those of you who would like to keep guessing, here’s a clue: The person under the suit is also a hirsute.

---

**MILLER MICROPUTER SERVICES**
61 Lake Shore Road, Natick Mass 01760 (617)-653-6136
Send SASE for free information

**Micro-Mega · P.O. Box 6265 · Arlington, Va 22206**
**READER SERVICE P**
This Weekend: STIK IT... to your TRS-80

That's right! Esmark's VIDIEIT STIK light pen has the TRS-80 CONNECTION for LEVEL I & II. Your 4K to 48K TRS-80 System will come alive under your VIDIEIT STIK within minutes of its arrival. That's because there are no wires to solder or traces to cut. You're up and running as fast as you can plug the interface into your system's cassette EAR jack. CLOAD our custom LIGHT-WAVE demonstration software and RUN. And because the interface has a plug for your recorder, you won't have to unplug it again when loading your other software tapes. The interface allows them to pass right thru whenever you're not using the pen. Its exclusive "switched tip" design means the pen's electrically isolated from your system when it's not in use. Just point & press! It's that simple. Plug CLOAD and RUN. And have we got the software for you to RUN with! Our demonstration tape includes a calibration program (used to adjust the CRT's brightness and contrast) plus STIK TAC-TOE, AWARI and TOWERS. Two challenging games and a puzzle that will keep the kids busy. These are just a few of more than 20 LIGHT-WAVE programs available to you. And you can add your own light pen programs (lightware) for fun or profit (Level II). Or just sit back and enjoy our LIGHT-WAVE tapes each month. Esmark's unmatched commitment to lightware can bring you up to five new games, puzzles, drills & educational quizzes or simulations each month. Our current LIGHT-WAVE releases are:

LIGHT PAK 1 LIGHTPEG (4 peg-jump puzzles)
LEVEL I
LIFES (Conway's Life) with mutations
Price $19.95 (including postage & handling)

LIGHT PAK 2 ENDRUN (Othello with a twist)
LEVEL II
LIFES (Conway's Life) with mutations
Price $19.95 (including postage & handling)

LITEGAMMON (Backgammon)
you'll STIK with
LEVEL III
STIKWUMPS (Caves with a little life)
MAZEMASTER (Maze after maze to poke thru)
Price $19.95 (including postage & handling)

Order yours now and we'll include a free copy of FLASHBACK, Esmark's newsletter dedicated to the latest news in lightware applications. And don't forget to tell your friends. The VIDIEIT STIK can also be ordered for use on most other micro systems using the following processor chips:

8080  Z80  6800  6502

All that's required is a standard cassette jack leading to Ground and a readable single bit input port. Driver software is provided along with instructions for writing lightware applications. And tell your local Dealer that Esmark's got a Dealer package he won't want to miss out on. Delivery is 3 to 6 weeks from receipt of your order. C.O.D.'s are $3.00 extra but will be shipped within 2 weeks. All prices are FOB Mishawaka, Indiana. Indiana residents add 4% sales tax.

ALSO COMING FROM ESMARK:
*TRS-80 Printer Interface (Cassette AUX jack interface for all RS232 prints. Includes LIST & LPRINT software)
*TRS-80 RS232 Communications Interface (Makes your TRS-80 a full I/O terminal to line sharing systems the world over. Gives you intelligent or dumb terminal capabilities at 110 or 380 BAUD. Also includes Printer interface above with 20 mA current loop & TTL level I/O options.)

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

EESMARK INCORPORATED
577 S. Mckinley Hwy, Mishawaka, IN 46544
(219) 255-3035

$62.95
PLUS $1.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING

*ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS MARKETING
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To receive additional information from any of the advertisers in The EIGHTY, circle the reader service key letter, print your name and address below, clip and mail to:

Reader Service
The S-EIGHTY
P.O. Box 68, Millford, NH 03055

Circle and return for more information:

Name _____________________________
City __________________ State _______ Zip ________
HARDSIDE in conjunction with MICROMINT has solved the TRS-80 I/O bottle-neck. This new expansion interface, designed by Steve Ciarcia, is described in detail in the June issue of BYTE magazine. The COMM-80 provides the most used features of the RS expansion interface into a single low-cost ($180 vs. $400) unit. The COMM-80 has a full 8-bit parallel port compared to the RS' printer-only port. There is also a built-in RS-232-C interface (no extra board to purchase). A BUS connector is provided for future expansion. And to really clean up the I/O bottle-neck, up to 16 of these units can be chained together and addressed separately. The unit connects, with the cable supplied, directly to the CPU/Keyboard or expansion interface. This is the only interface you need to turn your TRS-80 into a time-sharing terminal with provisions for a printer. Terminal software is included. COMM-80 .................................................. $179.95
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE
1-800-258-1790
(In NH call 673-5144)

HARDSIDE
6 South Street, Milford, NH 03055 (603) 673-5144

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRS-80 COMPUTERS:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level II, 4K</td>
<td>$619.00</td>
<td>$559.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level II, 16K, no keypad</td>
<td>669.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level II, 16K, w/keypad</td>
<td>849.00</td>
<td>749.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPANSION INTERFACES:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMM-80 Interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Interface, no RAM</td>
<td>299.00</td>
<td>179.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Interface, 16K RAM (NEC)</td>
<td>448.00</td>
<td>369.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Interface, 32K RAM, (NEC)</td>
<td>597.00</td>
<td>459.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK DRIVES:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percom, TFD-100, 40-track</td>
<td>399.00</td>
<td>389.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percom, Dual TFD-100's</td>
<td>795.00</td>
<td>775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percom, TFD-200, 77-track</td>
<td>675.00</td>
<td>650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percom, Dual TFD-200's</td>
<td>1350.00</td>
<td>1300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompuThink, Dual Drive, Dual Sided</td>
<td>1295.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-Drive cable for TRS-80</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Drive cable for TRS-80</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percom Data Separator</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINTERS:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centronics 730</td>
<td>795.00</td>
<td>719.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronics 737</td>
<td>995.00</td>
<td>895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronics 753-2</td>
<td>3196.00</td>
<td>2695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronics 779-2</td>
<td>1559.00</td>
<td>895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS Quick Printer II</td>
<td>219.00</td>
<td>209.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS Line Printer III</td>
<td>1960.00</td>
<td>1813.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 5530 SpinWriter</td>
<td>2995.00</td>
<td>2595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC 7000+</td>
<td>389.00</td>
<td>389.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC 7000+ (64 column)</td>
<td>405.00</td>
<td>389.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINTER CABLES:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QPII to Expansion Interface Cable</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC to TRS-80 cable</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC to APPLE cable</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC to EXIY cable</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC to PET, IEEE cable</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC to RS232C male, cable</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC to RS232C female, cable</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730 or 737 to TRS-80 cable</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>779 or 753 to TRS-80 cable</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERIPHERALS:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novation CAT Modem</td>
<td>189.95</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDS 103-LP</td>
<td>195.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-232-C Interface Board</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRS-232 Printer Interface</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA Dubber</td>
<td>49.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Memory Kit, Keyboard</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Memory Upgrade Kit, E.I.</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percom Electric Crayon, w/cable</td>
<td>279.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Box, TRS-80</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Box, APPLE</td>
<td>114.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSR X-10, Starter Kit</td>
<td>124.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATARI COMPUTERS:</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATARI 800 Computer System</td>
<td>1080.00</td>
<td>875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARI 400 Computer</td>
<td>630.00</td>
<td>499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARI 410 Program Recorder</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARI 810 Disk Drive</td>
<td>699.95</td>
<td>565.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARI 820 Printer</td>
<td>599.95</td>
<td>470.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joystick Controllers</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddle Controllers</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*T-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
*Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Co.
Our Mar-Apr 80 issue tells about how one person improved the resolution on the '80 by a factor of 6! The photo on the cover of that issue tells the story. There is also a complete listing in BASIC of a disk-based file system, using random files and hash codes. Also in BASIC is a program that compares dollar values between any years from 1881 to 1980, and it gives comparative cost figures for housing, transportation, food, etc. (it is in L2 16K). In the "fun and games" department, there is a complete BASIC listing of a game where you play nine games of tic-tac-toe at the same time - the computer is your opponent. In the utilities department there are two methods of creating graphs, a program to give you a HEX dump of memory, and a program to give you number conversion from decimal/octal/hex/binary. In assembly language, there is a complete listing which allows you to selectively scroll any portion of the screen, while leaving the rest of it intact! Plus, there are the regular features: A tutorial on the Editor/Assembler for beginners; New Products; Reviews and the Business Section. It isn't called the "TRS-80 Users Journal" for nothing! It is published regularly every two months, and costs just $16.00 per year in the U.S. Get a sample current issue (first class mail) for just $3.00. Use your VISA or Mastercharge and call (206) 475-2219 today! Or, send check or Money Order to: 80-U.S. Journal 3838 South Warner Street, Tacoma, Washington 98409

Yes! We are the people who developed "Android Nim" and other fine animated graphics programs with sound!